POWER SHUTDOWN - PARRA

Panaji, October 16, 2019
Asvina 24, 1941

A power shut down has been arranged at 11KV Parra Feeder on October 17, 2019 from 9.00 am to 2.00 pm to carry out urgent maintenance work. The areas affected are Fuldem Waddo, Candyfloss, Rauta Waddo, Linga Bhat, Britto Waddo, Salis Waddo, B.Aradi, Jackni Waddo, Carrasco Waddo, Parra Bhati, Almeida Waddo, Silva Waddo, Lobo Wado, Alvamar, Emerald Lawns, Guirim Ground, Monte Guirim School, Montevilla Sangolda, Guirim Church, Ice factory Guirim, St. Anthony Waddo and surrounding areas.

Similarly on October 17, 2019 at 11 KV Sauta Waddo and Calangute Feeder from 9.00 am to 2.00 pm to carry out urgent maintenance work. The areas affected are Baga, Khobra Waddo, Umta Wadddo, Mhadde Waddo, Agar Waddo, Part of Arpora and surrounding areas of Calangute Panchayat.

Similarly on October 18, 2019 at 11 KV Bastora Feeder from 9.00 a.m to 2.00 pm pm to carry out urgent maintenance work. The areas affected are Village Panchayat Bastora, Xell, Babot, Chandanwadi, Bastora Church, Ucassaim, Paliem, Menezes waddo, Borvan waddo and surrounding areas.
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